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Overview

Cryptagion is a collectible trading card game, represented as ERC721 Tokens on
the Ethereum blockchain.

Players can collect, trade, sell, incubate, and enhance their Ethogens to create
the ultimate infectious army. Enter your favorite Ethogen into various
simulations, PVP tournaments, and countless contests to establish yourself as
the ultimate Ethogenist.

The ecosystem enables users to earn Cryptagion Tokens ( SICK ) through
gaming experiences and for participating in various Cryptagion activities.

Leverage your tokens to obtain additional card packs, stake for additional
rewards, receive laboratory perks, and govern the direction of the Cryptagion
ecosystem.

We created Cryptagion to allow for a fun, simple, and rewarding experience that
brings gamers, collectors, NFT traders and crypto fanatics together.

Our community is the heartbeat of our ecosystem and we plan to build a project
which is welcoming and enjoyable for everyone.

Cryptagion will make blockchain technology accessible to players of all
technical abilities and demographics.

Our main goals are:

● Gamifying features that leverage blockchain’s unique applications.
● Creating an open ecosystem,which is inclusive to users of all gamer

levels, technical knowledge and demographics.
● Cultivating a welcoming community that combines the fun &

competitiveness of gaming while showcasing the advantages of NFTs &
blockchain
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Vision

Blockchain, and specifically NFTs (Non Fungible Tokens) are gaining traction
within the mainstream; however we see a couple of issues hindering mass
adoption:

Lack of Inclusivity - The majority of projects focus on users who are already
knowledgeable in the space. Our team has been involved in blockchain/crypto
since 2015 and we still find whitepapers that confuse us. Without catering to all
technical abilities, levels of experience and demographics, blockchain adoption
will remain relatively slow.

Barriers to entry - Most projects launch with a high barrier to entry; whether
this is technical, geo-political, or economical in nature.
Cryptagion’s primary focuses are education, entertainment and an immersive
experience - we are not here to make a quick buck through an overpriced ‘hype’
project.

Cryptagion aims to
address these issues as
well as innovate within
the space through
collaboration with the
community. Our vision is
to create a “No BS”
blockchain gaming
experience to enable
mass adoption for NFTs
and the cryptopace
overall. We are
committed to bringing
Blockchain Gaming to
every type of user
across the globe.
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Ethogens ( NFTs -  ERC 721 Tokens )

The main entity of Cryptagion is the Ethogen (Ethereum-based Pathogen)

The Genesis Series is about to be released on 31st March 2022, with 10 unique
species.
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Ethogen Attributes

Unique ID
This is the unique identifier which
identifies this specific Ethogen from
any other.

Name
The name of the species of this type of
Ethogen.

Rarity
The rarity of this Ethogen. From
greatest supply to fewest, they are:

● Common
● Uncommon
● Rare
● Epic
● Legendary

Class
There are six classes of Ethogens:

● Bacteria
● Virus
● Parasite
● Fungus
● Cybernetic
● Aetheral

Infection Vector
This is the preferred method that the
Ethogen uses to infect its victims. They
include:

● Waterborne
● Airborne
● Bloodborne
● S.T.I
● Ingestible
● Spiritual
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Level / XP
Ethogens Level Up by spending time in incubators.  The maximum XP an
Ethogen can obtain is 32,000 : Which translates to a maximum level of 100.
The level of an Ethogen determines its Modified stats.

Infection Rate
The rate of how quickly it spreads to hosts.

Mortality Rate
The likelihood of a host dying after contracting this Ethogen.

Resistance
Rating of resistance to medicines like antibiotics.

Stealth
How easy the Ethogen is to detect within a host using various tests.

Base/Mod/Boost Stats
Base - The stats which are static and are printed on the cards, increased with rarity.
Modified (Mod) - These stats increase with the Ethogen’s XP/Level Increasing
Boost - These can be increased permanently by donating SICK through the Ethogen
Lab.

Mutations
Randomly generated number which often represents one or more ‘mutation’ traits
unique to this Ethogen. Change via the lab if you want to try for different mutations.

Battle Traits
Random number determining what class this Ethogen is strong against, and which it is
weak against.  This is immutable once minted.

Specials
This number determines if this Ethogen has any special abilities which can be used in
competitive play.  This is also immutable once minted.
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Games and Simulations

Tournaments are a way to pit your Ethogens against the rest of the world.  There are
prizes to be won and clout to be achieved.

Single player PvE  Simulation

The first single player PvE Simulation dApp is currently in testing and is about to be
released on Mainnet.

The simulated ‘settings’ change on a regular basis to favor certain types of Ethogens.
A player must choose their best Ethogen for the current ‘Setting’.  This can be a specific
‘class’, ‘attack vector’, or the stats that correspond

The aim is to get the highest score possible.  Every simulation run is recorded on-chain
for full transparency and immutability.

The first PvP Game is currently in development.
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 Cryptagion Token (SICK)

This is the main currency within the Cryptagion Ecosystem.  It is an
ERC20 token which can be used for:

● Upgrading your Ethogens

The SICK tokens will be used as a currency inside the main Ethogen
Laboratory Dapp to boost stats for tournaments, and re-mutating
Ethogens.

● Winning as prizes from tournaments

There will be a large proportion of SICK allocated to the prize pools of
tournaments and community challenges.  These Development Grants will
be used as incentives for players to compete.

● Governance (voting for project directions)

Like most legitimate crypto projects, holding the governance token allows
users to vote on key decisions within the project.

● Staking

There are plans to have an option to stake your SICK tokens in order to
earn more SICK tokens, Ethogens or to give your Ethogens boosts during
tournaments.

● Trading

You can trade SICK on the open market, and as it is an ERC20 token, it will
be easy to swap it for other tokens.

● Burn Mechanism

Currently, 10% of each Laboratory SICK transaction is burned, which will
decrease the total supply significantly over time.

● PvP Wagers, Acquiring more Ethogens, and much more…
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Tokenomics of SICK
There will be a maximum of 333,333,333 Cryptagion Tokens (SICK) minted.
They will all be minted at inception, with the majority locked away in a
time-locked contract, becoming available to the ecosystem in increments over
two years.

There is a burn mechanism built into the lab which has a variable percent which
is burned with most transactions involving SICK. There will also be periodic
‘Major’ burns.

The intended allocation is as follows:

● 20% - Development Grants- These tokens will be given to developer’s
contracts as prizes for incentivizing players to use their Ethogens to
participate in the developer’s tournaments/games.

● 20% - Community Bounties - This is a pool for tournament rewards,
community challenges, and other competitive activities involving a
player’s Ethogens.  These will be developed by the Cryptagion team.
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● 10% - Laboratory Float - The initial amount stored in the Ethogen
Laboratory contract in order to pay out bonuses and burn SICK with most
transactions.

● 10% - Marketing - The budget for marketing, advertising, social media,
IRL promotions, etc.

● 10% - Core Team - This portion of the allocation is for the founding
members, developers, designers and artists of the project.

● 10% - Advisors - These tokens will be for the wider team, outside the core,
who all bring their specific skills to the project.

● 10% - Airdrops - These tokens will be periodically gifted to all players
holding Ethogens at the time of the airdrop.

● 5% - Management - This will be used for the day-to-day management of
the project, including the Dapps, new Ethogen creation, content
management and moderation.

● 5% - Founder’s Reserve - These tokens will be saved by our founders
with the intention of eventually distributing or burning them.
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Timeline
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